The Unseen Effects of War presentation will include experts from Maryland agencies and CCBC who will focus on how wars have impacted individuals, communities, nations, and the world in general. Presenters will offer methods that they have utilized to serve traumatized or displaced individuals who experienced wars or political persecution.

Participants will be given opportunities to ask questions and share perspectives.

Contact: Gayona Beckford-Barclay at gbeckford@ccbcmd.edu or 443-840-1073.

CCBC Catonsville
The Barn
Tuesday, October 27, 2009
9:45 - 11:15 a.m.

CCBC Essex
Building J, room 137
Tuesday, October 27, 2009
12:45 - 2:15 p.m.

Visit www.cccbcmd.edu/cbc to get up to date information on these events, and find out about exciting upcoming activities.